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Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants: A Maritime History...

Pirates and Privateers - Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants... brings the Mediterranean and Catholic piracy into the broader context of early modern history,
and sheds new light on commerce and the struggle for power in this volatile age.

Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants by Molly Greene ...

In 1633 two Greek merchants, Athanasio di Pancrario of Salonica and Comneno from the island of Mytilene, on behalf of themselves as well as Nikita from Rhodes, petitioned the court in Malta known
as the Tribunale degli Armamenti. They were seeking compensation for an attack on their ship by a Maltese vessel captained by one Captain Salio.

Review: Molly Greene, Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants ...

As long as the Catholic Church saw Greek-Orthodox merchants as, at the very least, potential returning
Catholics, they stood in good chance of being compensated. In conclusion if you are someone interested in Greek merchants and their role in the Mediterranean trade in the sixteenth century, Catholic Pirates is certainly a book for you.

Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants | Princeton ...
Greek Merchants brings the Mediterranean and Catholic piracy into the broader context of early modern history, and sheds new light on commerce and the struggle for power in this volatile age.

Pirates, Pirates Everywhere but Not Enough of Them in This ... Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants: A
Maritime History of the Modern Mediterranean was well worth the read in every sense of the imagination and the learning. Molly Greene does her homework here and presents a fine study book for all of those who never knew this piece of World History.

Project MUSE - Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants: A
Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants brings the Mediterranean and Catholic piracy into the broader context of early modern history, and sheds new light on commerce and the
struggle for power in this volatile age.

**Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants**

*Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants* brings the Mediterranean and Catholic piracy into the broader context of early modern history, and sheds new light on commerce and the struggle for power in this volatile age.
Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants: A Maritime History ... Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants shifts attention to the Mediterranean, providing a major history of an important but neglected sphere of the early modern maritime world, and upending the conventional view of the Mediterranean as a religious frontier where
Christians and Muslims met to do battle.

Catholic pirates and Greek merchants: a maritime history...

Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants brings the Mediterranean and Catholic piracy into the broader context of early modern history, and sheds new light on commerce and the struggle for power in this volatile age.
Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants: A Maritime History ...

The basis for Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants is an unfamiliar and marvelous archive, that of the Tribunale degli Armamenti of Malta. Intended to resolve claims among Maltese pirates, it also...
Greek Merchants: A Maritime History ...

Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants shifts attention to the Mediterranean, providing a major history of an important but neglected sphere of the early modern maritime world, and upending the conventional vie
The basis for Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants is an unfamiliar and marvelous archive, that of the Tribunale degli Armamenti of Malta. Intended to resolve claims among Maltese pirates, it also heard claims of Greek merchants against the corsairs of the Knights of Malta.
Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants: Maritime History ... Academia.edu is a platform for academics to share research papers. 
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The basis for Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants is an unfamiliar and marvelous archive, that of the Tribunale degli Armamenti of Malta. Intended to resolve claims among Maltese pirates, it also heard claims of Greek merchants against the
corsairs of the Knights of Malta.

Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants: A Maritime History ...

Catholic Pirates and Greek Merchants is a fascinating, scholarly account that brings a fresh perspective to the maritime world of the Mediterranean. Read the introduction Meet the author
Greek Merchants: A Maritime History ... Catholic pirates and Greek merchants: a maritime history of the Mediterranean. [Molly Greene] -- A new international maritime order was forged in the early modern age, yet until now histories of the period have dealt almost exclusively with the Atlantic and Indian oceans.